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Abstract  

 Mobility is an essential aspect of a dog’s daily life. It is defined as the ability to move 

freely and easily and deviations from an animals’ normal mobility capabilities are often an 

indicator of disease, injury or pain. When a dog’s mobility is compromised, often 

functionality (ability to perform activities of daily living; ADL), is also impeded, which can 

diminish an animal’s quality of life. Given this, it is necessary to understand the extent to 

which conditions impact a dog’s physiological ability to freely move around their 

environment to carry out ADL, a concept termed functional mobility. In contrast to human 

medicine, validated measures of canine functional mobility are currently limited. The aim of 

this review is to summarise the extent to which canine mobility and functionality are 

associated with various diseases and how mobility and functional mobility are currently 

assessed within veterinary medicine. Future work should focus on developing a standardised 

method of assessing functional mobility in dogs, which can contextualise how a wide range 

of conditions impact a dog’s daily life. However, for a true functional mobility assessment to 

be developed, a greater understanding of what activities dogs do on a daily basis and 

movements underpinning these activities must first be established. 

 

 

Keywords: Canine activity; Dogs; Lameness; Mobility assessment; Pain 
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Introduction 

 Mobility is defined as the ability to move freely and easily (Bouça-Machado et al., 

2020). It is an essential element in understanding the health and welfare of animals within the 

veterinary profession as changes to the animals’ mobility capabilities are commonly an 

indicator of an injury or disease, which could ultimately impact a dog’s daily life. Limitations 

in mobility may be the adaptive response to pain, or a mechanical dysfunction as a result of 

chronic or acute conditions affecting nerves, soft tissue, joints, bones or organs in one or 

more parts of the body (Hudson et al., 2004; Montalbano, 2022).  

 

 Alterations to mobility may also be accompanied by changes to an animal’s 

functionality, which specifically refers to the ability to perform activities of daily living 

(ADL) (Fig.1). For humans, basic ADL typically include factors such as: 

ambulation/transferring, feeding, dressing, toileting, continence and personal hygiene (Katz 

et al., 1963; Mlinac and Feng 2016). Other more complex activities which enable humans to 

independently function and integrate within a community are often referred to as Instrumental 

ADL. Instrumental ADL include activities such as managing finances, transportation, 

telephone calls, medications, housekeeping and shopping for groceries (Lawton and Brody 

1969; Mlinac and Feng 2016). The establishment of a comprehensive list of ADL for 

domestic dogs has lacked attention. Frye et al. (2022) set out basic activity for daily 

independent mobility (BADIM) and Instrumental activities for daily quality of life 

(IADQOL) to categorise canine geriatric patient function. The BADIM includes rising from a 

down position, ambulation in and out of the home, posturing to eliminate and posturing to eat 

and drink. The IADQOL includes; ascending/descending a full flight of stairs, moving in and 

out of a vehicle, walking short distances outside, exploring the home environment, interacting 

in play, ability to navigate place of rest and maintain control of urination and defecation for 
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six to eight hours. However, there is a lack of justification to why these factors should be 

defined as a dog’s basic and instrumental ADL, therefore further exploratory research is 

required, as discussed later in the present paper. 

 

The combination of the terms mobility and functionality refer to the umbrella concept 

of functional mobility; defined as a patient’s physiological ability to freely move around their 

environment to carry out ADL (Fig.1; Forhan and Gill 2013; Bouça-Machado et al., 2020). 

As a concept, functional mobility differs from sole mobility and functionality since it 

concerns itself with movements that underpin and permit the performance of ADL, which 

have been described to include standing, walking, bending and climbing for humans (Forhan 

and Gill 2013; Bouça-Machado et al., 2020). Little attention has been given to the 

fundamental movements which underpin activities for dogs, which perhaps may be due to the 

limited work defining ADL for dogs.  

 

Reduced functional mobility has been shown to impact QoL in humans. For example, 

the inability of an individual to navigate around their environment to perform basic everyday 

activities can result in a loss of independence (Covinsky et al., 2003). Arguably this factor is 

less disadvantageous to a domestic dog since they are generally reliant upon owners 

providing necessities such as food, shelter and healthcare (McKenzie and Chen 2022). 

However, most healthy dogs are still usually expected to perform certain movements and 

functions without physical assistance, including transitions (such as sit to stand), posture (to 

feed or eliminate) and ambulation around their environment (Frye et al. 2022). The lack of 

ability to perform such physical movements can present a significant emotional, physical and 

financial burden on the primary caregiver of the dog (Thomovsky and Ogata 2022).  For 

example, in extreme cases, onus may be placed on the dog’s primary caregiver to be 
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responsible for assisting ambulation through a supportive harness or sling, or expressing the 

bladder (Granger et al., 2020; Thomovsky and Ogata 2022). Furthermore, compromised 

functional mobility may impact the psychological state of a dog; the inability to move around 

and perform activities a dog was once able to do may induce stress or reduce cognitive 

stimulation leading to boredom. (Burn 2017; Belshaw et al., 2020a; Thomovsky and Ogata 

2022).  

   

There are several differing methods of assessing canine mobility which exist within 

veterinary medicine. However there is need for a greater inclusion and attention to 

functionality, and fundamental movements underpinning the performance of ADL to further 

evaluate a canine patient’s overall functional mobility; especially given that reduced 

functional mobility can present consequences to both the dog and their owner. Whilst various 

tools have been developed to assess functional mobility or the performance of ADL in 

humans (e.g. Katz et al., 1963; Lawton and Brody 1969; Collen et al., 1991; Podsiadlo and 

Richardson, 1991; Graham et al., 2004; Nitz et al., 2006; Bouça-Machado et al., 2020), there 

is a lack of generic mechanisms specifically validated to measure canine functional mobility 

in veterinary medicine, particularly outside the context of musculoskeletal or neurological 

conditions.  

 

This review aims to explore the extent to which various diseases or conditions can 

impact canine mobility and functionality. We aim to summarise measures currently used to 

assess mobility and functional mobility, before highlighting the importance and future 

direction of research into canine functional mobility, to further bring forth its valuable 

practical application into canine veterinary medicine. 
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Prevalence of mobility and functionality impairments  

Compromised mobility is a common reason for owners to seek veterinary advice 

(Kerwin and Taylor, 2021). The prevalence of mobility-compromising disorders in canine 

veterinary medicine is deemed high. For example, in veterinary practice, musculoskeletal 

disorders, which are commonly associated with compromised mobility and functionality, are 

the fourth most prevalent disorder seen in primary care practice in the UK (Scott and Witte, 

2011; O’Neill et al., 2021). The most common musculoskeletal condition reported is 

osteoarthritis (OA) which is estimated to affect up to 20% of the canine population (Johnston, 

1997; O’Neill et al., 2014; Marcellin-Little et al., 2014). Although OA in dogs has been 

considered a disease associated with ageing, in one study radiographic evidence of the 

disease has been observed in 39.8% of dogs under 4 years of age, with up to 23.6% showing 

clinical signs of the condition (Marcellin-Little et al., 2014; Anderson et al., 2018; Enomoto 

et al., 2024). Interestingly research by Belshaw et al. (2020b) found many owners of dogs 

with OA recognised subtle changes in their dog’s ability to perform functionalities, including 

reluctance to go for a walk, get out of bed, play, a reduced ability to jump into a car, as well 

as lameness.   

 

 Mobility-inhibition can also commonly stem from neurological conditions (Bartner, 

2020). Neurological disorders can often cause gait abnormalities and can be categorised as 

neurogenic lameness, such as those causing pain, paresis or ataxia (Bartner, 2020). Examples 

include degenerative disc disease or vertebral malformations, resulting in compression of the 

spinal cord, or tumours of the brain, spinal cord or peripheral nerves (McKee, 2007). In 

extreme cases canine patients with neurological disorders may become recumbent (Spinella 

et al., 2022), ultimately compromising their functionality in such instances. In many cases 

neurological disease may present with similar signs to orthopaedic diseases, which can prove 
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challenging during initial diagnosis (McKee, 2007; Kerwin and Taylor, 2021), although the 

impact on mobility may be similar. 

 

 Non-musculoskeletal and neurological conditions can also impede a dog’s ability to 

move freely and easily as well as their ability to perform ADL. For example, respiratory and 

cardiac diseases, such as canine idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (CIPF), brachycephalic 

obstructive airway syndrome (BOAS), and congestive heart failure (CHF), compromise 

mobility by diminishing a dog’s exercise tolerance (Boddy et al., 2004; Lilja-Maula et al., 

2014; Lilja-Maula et al., 2017) which could reduce their ability to participate in physical, or 

high intensity activities such as going out for walks or behaviours associated with play. 

Canine oncology patients are reported by owners to have reduced mobility and be less playful 

post initial cancer diagnosis (Iliopoulou et al., 2013). Common clinical signs of 

gastrointestinal, liver and kidney disease can often include lethargy, weakness and pain 

(Hughes and King, 1995; Jergens, 1997; Weingarten and Sande, 2015; Dunaevich et al., 

2020). Thus, ideally any measurement of an animals’ mobility needs to be sufficient to 

encompass all diseases which could have such affects, as well as how their ability to perform 

daily activities is compromised. 

 

Diagnosis and monitoring of mobility and functional mobility impairments  

Clinical veterinary assessment  

   Clinical veterinary examinations are often used to assess mobility and the 

performance of certain functionalities. These generally comprise of gathering historical 

information reported by the owner on their pet’s ability to undertake daily activities, 

observation of movement or gait and palpation of body regions. Clinical veterinary 

examinations are important as they are a rapid and cost-effective way to localise the problem 
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or areas requiring medical interventions and guide further diagnostic workups such as 

targeted ancillary tests (Millis and Mankin, 2014). However, there is currently a lack of 

standardisation within clinical veterinary examinations (Montalbano, 2022), which means 

mobility assessments in clinic are at risk of intra- and inter-observer variation.  

  

 The clinical veterinary examination can only offer a one-off insight into the dog’s 

mobility and functional mobility capabilities at a given time on a given day. In reality, both 

mobility and functional mobility are continuous traits that require a temporal context since 

capabilities can be impacted by other factors (Brown et al., 2013), such as activities 

undertaken on a previous day. Additionally, the clinical environment may induce arousal or 

stress which may mask subtle clinical changes or the expression of pain (Brown et al., 2013; 

Girault et al., 2022). This is of particular significance as 78.5% of dogs are reported to 

display fear-related behaviours within veterinary clinics, such as fixedly staring, alteration to 

posture, trembling and hesitance to enter the clinical treatment room (Döring et al., 2009); 

ultimately these factors may compromise clinical examinations. Furthermore, whilst some 

pain responses are obvious, other behaviours such as avoidance, stargazing, submission, 

change in body posture or lip licking are more subtle and may be missed (Dobromylskyj et 

al., 2000; Wiseman-Orr, 2005; Mills et al., 2020).  

 

The extent of activities a veterinary professional can observe within clinic is 

restricted. For example ADL, as expressed in the home environment, such as daily exercise, 

play, self-grooming and movements associated with drinking, feeding and elimination 

behaviours cannot necessarily be observed. Ultimately this means the capacity for a clinician 

to holistically assess functional mobility in practice is somewhat limited.  
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 The use of historical recollection from owners can mitigate some problems noted 

above. They offer an insight into the impact of a condition on mobility or the ability to 

perform various ADL. For example, owners can identify behavioural changes in their dog’s 

ability to perform daily activities, such as exacerbated or reduced self-grooming; alterations 

to inactivity levels, exercise capabilities and exercise tolerance; and locational or postural 

changes related to feeding, urination and defecation habits (Wiseman-Orr, 2005; Pettitt and 

German, 2015; Reid et al., 2018; Kerwin and Taylor, 2021). However, the ability to precisely 

identify changes is likely to differ depending on the owner (Scott and Witte, 2011).    

 

Kinetic and kinematic measures 

Kinetic measures such as force plate analysis or pressure mat analysis, are often 

described as the objective ‘gold standard’ in assessing limb function. Additionally, kinematic 

measures can be used to supplement kinetic measures, providing objective data evaluating 

movement patterns. However, kinetic and kinematic analysis are rarely used outside of 

clinical research or speciality practices because of the time, space, specialist equipment, costs 

and need for adequately trained personnel to use these systems (Brown et al., 2013; Prankel 

et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2021; Montalbano, 2022). Additionally, more complex problems such 

as bilateral or multi-limb lameness can be difficult to assess, and limb loading or analysis of 

gait in isolation fails to capture all the facets of both mobility and functional mobility, outside 

lameness (Walton et al., 2013).   

 

Clinical metrology instruments  

 Various Clinical Metrology Instruments (CMIs), which may also be known as testing 

batteries, have been produced and validated for use in canine veterinary medicine. CMIs are 

questionnaire-based measurements of health, usually completed by owners or clinicians. 
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Many CMIs have been produced to quantify the level of pain, severity of a specific disease 

(commonly OA) or assess a dog’s health related quality of life (HRQOL) either on a generic 

or disease specific level (e.g. for cancer, atopic dermatitis, cardiopathies) (Wiseman-Orr et 

al., 2004; Freeman et al., 2005; Brown et al., 2007; Hielm-Björkman et al. 2009; Lynch et al., 

2011; Walton et al., 2013; Brown 2014; Noli, 2019; Fulmer et al., 2022). Whilst these CMIs 

do not directly set out to assess mobility per se, many of these incorporate some level of 

functionality, or functional mobility assessment for canine patients. For example, several 

CMIs validated to assess musculoskeletal disease and generic HRQOL, which have been 

extensively reviewed by Clark and Comerford (2023) and Fulmer et al., (2022), incorporate 

gait assessments, lameness and functional activities such as jumping up, jumping down, stair 

use, ability to transfer, exercise and play.  

 

To date, one CMI has been validated which specifically sets out to assess canine 

mobility. GenPup-M is a novel CMI which aims to detect early mobility changes in dogs 

through repeated measures at differing time-points within a dog’s life (Clark et al., 2023). 

The scale includes 24 owner-completed questions relating to supplements given and exercise 

capabilities. Whilst GenPup-M provides an innovative pathway for mobility assessments 

outside of a clinical environment, its validity has only been tested and compared between 

healthy dogs, and dogs with a mobility problem resulting from a musculoskeletal disease. 

Further work is needed to determine GenPup-M’s suitability for assessing canine mobility for 

dogs with hindered mobility from a non-musculoskeletal origin. Furthermore, whilst GenPup-

M evaluates mobility, the construct does not aim to capture how the given conditions impacts 

the movements involved with a dog’s overall functionality. 
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A limited number of other CMI’s have also been developed which dive further into 

the realms of assessing canine functional mobility. For example, Boström et al., (2018) 

developed a neurological function testing battery to assess the overall motor functioning in 

dogs, named the Finnish neurological function testing battery for dogs (FINFUN). The 

FINFUN consists of scoring the performance of a dog’s ability to perform 11 tasks, based 

upon human physical outcome measures, including: lying, standing up from lying, sitting, 

standing up from sitting, standing, proprioceptive positioning, starting to walk, walking, 

trotting, walking turns and walking stairs. FINFUN was developed to explicitly assess motor 

functioning in dogs, and its application has been tested on dogs with paraparesis or 

paraplegia. All observers where human physiotherapists specialising in animal physiotherapy, 

they received training and practice in the scoring process. Thus, there is still a need for the 

development of similar mechanisms to measure functionality in the context of other diseases 

and with other observers. With this in mind, considerations should be given to the ease of 

clinicians to implement the use of FINFUN in practice. 

 

Wright et al., (2022) described using ‘functionality’ tests as part of a study to measure 

response to carprofen treatment in dogs with OA-associated pain. The functionality test 

involved an evaluator scoring the performance of five activities: walking on a flat surface, 

jogging on a flat surface, rising from a sitting/lying position an ascending and descending 

stairs on a VAS (Visual Analogue Scale) via video recordings taken within a clinic. Whilst 

this methodology provides foundations for functional mobility tests in canine patients, its 

validity is untested. These functionality tests only touch on five assumed ADL for dogs, 

without justification as to why these activities were selected for use within the scale. Dogs 

must perform more than these five activities, requiring different movement patterns, as part 

of everyday living to survive, such as feeding or elimination behaviours.  
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 Frye et al. (2022) proposed the Canine Geriatric Functional Score (CGFS) as a 

standardised method to test canine function. The CGFS requires a dog to complete four tasks 

and scores are assigned by an observer outlined in Table 1, derived from human-equivalent 

functional mobility tests, to test a dog’s strength, endurance, and balance/spatial awareness. 

To date no studies have been published investigating the validity of CGFS. However, at face 

value the suitability of the scale to reflect a dog’s true functional mobility capabilities may be 

questioned due to the artificial nature of the tasks the scale involves. It is arguably unrealistic 

for a dog to walk over cavaletti, repeatedly walk in a figure of eight sequence or complete 

repetitions of a ‘down’ to ‘stand’ within a 60 second timeframe, thus may be unrepresentative 

of movements involved in the performance of ADL for dogs. Furthermore, the performance 

of physical activity tests may exacerbate a disease, thus considerations must be given to 

relative contraindications when asking a medically compromised dog to perform non-routine 

physical activities to simply assess function.  

 

 Although many CMIs are open-access, they are not yet widely used in practice. Hale 

et al., (2023) found that just 4.4% of dog owners had been asked to complete a questionnaire 

related to their dog’s health and well-being by a vet in the UK. This poses reason to suggest 

that veterinary professionals are not typically using available CMIs in the assessment of 

canine patients. Further research should be conducted to establish what barriers exist to using 

CMIs within veterinary practice, especially since Hale et al., (2023) found that 70.8% of dog 

owners were open to using such assessment tools.  

    

Wearable technology  
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Wearable technology is advancing and becoming increasingly popular for monitoring 

activity in dogs. Such technological advancements are allowing owners to track various 

parameters of their dog’s health, though current clinical use is arguably premature. Using 

collar-mounted accelerometers (sometimes in conjunction with other sensor signals such as 

from gyroscopes, magnetometers or Global Positioning Satellite (GPS) recorders) and 

complex algorithms, activity monitors can distinguish between a dog at rest or in a form of 

active state; identifying parameters such as activity type, distance travelled, acceleration, 

velocity and step count (Hansen et al., 2007; Bruno et al., 2015; Chambers et al., 2021). 

Advancement in machine learning has also enabled activity monitors to commonly detect the 

performance and duration of specific activities such as walking, running, lying down, or 

resting; some companies claim to be even more specific in measuring eating, drinking, 

playing, scratching, and head-shaking behaviours (Ladha et al., 2013; Bruno et al., 2015; den 

Uijl et al., 2017; Chambers et al., 2021). This enables owners to objectively track changes in 

their dog’s activity levels using non-invasive measures, usually through automated feedback 

to integrated mobile devices, and the results of which can act as an indicator of illness, pain 

or mobility impairment, pruritis or poor-sleep quality (Nuttall and McEwan, 2006; Ladha et 

al., 2013; Colpoys and DeCock, 2021; Schork et al., 2023). Evidently this is important for 

objectively quantifying canine activity, however it is imperative to note that activity is not 

definitively the same as mobility, nor functional mobility. Whilst activity monitors may be 

able to collect a range of data relating to time spent performing a given functional activity, 

number of times an activity was performed or distance moved, the quality of the movements 

involved in the activity performed cannot be directly assessed. For example, an activity 

monitor would not detect lameness or if pain was expressed when undertaking an activity. 
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 Limited scientific evidence has been published assessing the validity of many 

commercially available activity monitors and their associated algorithms due to their 

proprietary nature (Belda et al., 2018). Belda et al., (2018) reported that only three 

commercially available devices, Actical (Respironics Mini Mitter division), Actigraph 

(Actigraph, LLC) and Whistle (Whistle Labs, Inc.), of 22 available on the market had 

published tests of validity available at the time of their study, although others have been 

validated since (Belda et al., 2018; Colpoys and DeCock, 2021). Validation has typically 

involved correlation between visual assessment of an animal performing a defined activity 

and the monitor’s output; although it should be noted that such research is still confounded by 

several variables, such as small sample sizes, assessment of healthy dogs only, and conducted 

in artificial or controlled environments.  

 

Exercise tests 

 Studies have touched on exercise tests as a measure of physical performance outside 

of analysing gait. For example, the 6-minute walk test, in which a canine patient walks for 6-

minutes at their own pace and the distance travelled is measured, has been used to evaluate 

exercise tolerance, particularly for dogs with upper airway, pulmonary or cardiac disease 

(Boddy et al., 2004; Swimmer and Rozanski 2011; Lilja-Maula et al., 2014; Lilja-Maula et 

al., 2017). Physical activity can also be measured with GPS recorders in the outdoor 

environment. These provide more nuanced information, such as data on acceleration, 

deceleration, maximum velocity and distance travelled. Furthermore they have been used to 

demonstrate the impacts of osteoarthritis on playing (chasing a ball), on-lead walking and off-

lead walking in comparison to healthy dogs, and their response to treatment (Bruno et al., 

2015). Interestingly the measures of acceleration during play were most impacted by disease 

in comparison to healthy dogs, yet returned to normal in this small cohort. 
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 Tests of exercise performance relate to mobility assessments since it may offer a 

reflection to how well a dog can move freely and easily. However, they do not offer a holistic 

approach to functional mobility assessments since only a few functional activities are 

captured within their measures. Furthermore, similarly to certain CMI tests described above, 

consideration must be given to the risk of exacerbating disease through exercise performance 

tests.  

 

Joint and limb-specific function 

Goniometry can be used as an objective, cost-effective way to quantify a dog’s joint 

angles and range of motion (Jaegger et al., 2002). It can also be symbolic of a dog’s mobility 

capabilities. For example, research has shown that a loss of joint specific flexion or extension 

in dogs is associated with lameness (Jandi and Schulman, 2007). Given this, it may be argued 

that goniometry could also be indicative of functional mobility to a certain extent since 

lameness may impede movements associated with a dog’s ability to perform ADL, such as 

going out for walks, escalating stairs or navigating around the environment to access 

resources; though further researched based evidence is needed to support this. Nevertheless, 

measurements from goniometry are often used as an important measure by clinicians to 

quantify the success of treatments or recovery, particularly from orthopaedic diseases in dogs 

(Prostredny et al., 1991; Marcellin-little et al., 1998; Marcellin-little et al., 1999; Jaegger et 

al., 2002; Jandi and Schulman, 2007; Moeller et al., 2010). However, comparative 

goniometry measurements between dogs should be treated with caution since research has 

shown normal ROM and joint angles differ between breeds (Thomovsky et al., 2016; Sabanci 

and Ocal, 2016; Reusing et al., 2020).  
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It is important to note that various testing batteries have also been produced to 

evaluate joint-specific and limb-specific function in dogs. For example, three testing batteries 

to evaluate stifle function have been developed for dogs, including the, (1) Finnish Canine 

Stifle Index, (2) Bologna Healing Stifle Injury Index and (3) Stifle Functional Score 

(Hyytiäinen, et al. 2018; Pinna, et al. 2019; Gundersen et al. 2022). These tests specifically 

require a clinician to gather differing physical measurements, or score the performance of 

certain functional movements, such as: passive range of motion (stifle flexion and extension), 

visual active range of motion (including sitting to stand and lying down to stand), thigh 

muscle mass, pain on manipulation, symmetry of weight bearing at a stand and lameness 

when using various gaits.  Additionally, the Bologna Healing Stifle Injury Index require 

owners to rate their dog’s performance of various functional activities, such as stair use, 

getting in a car, urination, sitting down and standing up.  

 

Evidently goniometry, joint-specific and limb-specific outcome measures are highly 

valuable for evaluating localised function of specific body regions. However, they do not aim 

to specifically quantify how localised limb or joint inhibition impact the animal as a whole. 

For example, whilst it may be argued that the tests used to assess stifle function noted above 

do include assessments of the movements involved in performing ADL, it is important to note 

that their overall objective is to quantify stifle function rather than a dogs’ overall functional 

mobility in its entirety.  

     

Future direction for canine functional mobility in practice  

As discussed throughout the paper various methods of assessing canine mobility, and 

somewhat functional mobility to varying degrees, currently exist in veterinary medicine. 

However, their capacity for current assessment methods to evaluate functional mobility is 
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limited because, (1) their constructs are not designed to specifically quantify functional 

mobility, (2) little to no justification is given to the inclusion or exclusion of activities or 

movements within assessments, or (3) extensive validity testing has not taken place. With this 

in mind there is still a need for the development of a validated system to explicitly assess a 

dog’s overall functional mobility capabilities.  

 

In contrast to veterinary medicine, many tools have been developed to specifically 

assess human patients’ overall capacity to perform ADL and functional mobility as outlined 

in Table 2, particularly for the elderly or patients with various brain injuries, cancer, 

neurological or orthopaedic conditions (Badke et al., 1993; Scott et al., 2007; Marchese et al., 

2007; Marchese et al., 2012; Bouça-Machado et al., 2018). These assessments require an 

observer or patient to self-report their capacity to carry out a range of basic ADL, or basic 

movements associated with their performance, and if aids are required, to evaluate a person’s 

risk of fall, ability to live independently, disease progression or effectiveness of treatment 

(Zijlstra and Aminian, 2007; Scott et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2019; Bouça-Machado et al., 2020).  

 

Similar validated scoring systems to those displayed in Table 2 would be valuable for 

measuring functional mobility in canine patients. Such measures would be particularly useful 

for contextualising how a wide range of diseases impact a dog’s daily functioning, as well as 

disease progression or treatments. Furthermore, a greater understanding of ADL a dog finds 

particularly challenging can help with the implementation of targeted nursing interventions, 

physical therapy or environmental modifications which can be made to help maintain or 

restore optimal physical functioning for canine patients.  
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Before any overall canine functional mobility assessment can be produced and 

validated, a comprehensive list of canine ADL must be objectively established, building on 

Fryer et al.’s (2022) BADIM and IADQOL. This would allow for an objective selection of 

relevant activities and associated movements involved in performing the activities, which 

should be included in any given functional mobility assessment. Although the performance of 

activities is likely to significantly differ between dogs of different ages, breeds, size or health 

statuses, basic ADL in human medicine are defined as essential, routine tasks which most 

healthy individuals are able to perform without assistance to meet their basic physical needs 

(Katz et al., 1969; Mlinac and Feng 2016). Based on this, work should be done to at least 

categorically define  basic ADL of the domestic dog, which could be achieved by consulting 

owners to find out what activities their dog undertakes daily. Additionally, for any assessment 

tool to be effective it must meet the needs of the intended users. Therefore, it is important that 

a range of stakeholders, including dog owners and professionals in the veterinary field, are 

consulted to define what is important in relation to canine functional mobility and what 

would be useful in a tool designed to quantify it.  

 

After the development of a functional mobility assessment tool, it is essential 

thorough validity testing takes place to ensure that the construct is suitable for assessing 

functional mobility in dogs. Such validity testing should incorporate investigations into the 

ability of the developed tool to assess functional mobility in dogs with a wide range of 

pathologies. This would ensure the assessment tool can contextualise how various diseases 

can impact functional mobility.  

  

Conclusions  
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 It is important to recognise the impact of pathologies associated with compromised 

mobility extend beyond lameness or abnormalities to gait since functionality is often affected. 

In human medicine various tools exist to assess the performance of ADL and functional 

mobility, but the concept in veterinary medicine is underdeveloped. The development of a 

non-disease specific system, validated to measure functional mobility in canine patients 

would be valuable in holistically assessing how certain conditions impact a dog’s daily life. 

This would be beneficial to veterinary patients, particularly because it could identify how 

treatments, including physical therapy and nursing interventions, or disease progression alter 

the performance of ADL and potentially highlight what modifications can be made in the 

home to aid their performance. However, for a functional mobility assessment tool to be 

developed, a comprehensive list of a dog’s ADL must be first identified to objectively 

establish what daily activities and associated movements should be included within a 

functional mobility assessment. Additionally, extensive validation must take place of any 

functional mobility assessment tool to ensure it can contextualise how a wide range of 

diseases impact a dog’s functional mobility.  
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Tables 

Table 1. The Canine Geriatric Functional Score (Frye et al. 2022) 

Test Test description  Score Scoring description 

(A)  

TUG–timed up 

and go  

Rise from down sternal position 

and move straight (+/– leash) 10 

body length units on flat ground 

with good footing at quickest 

manageable gait 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Incapable  

> 15 s  

>10–15 s  

>5–10 s  

≤ 5 s 

(B)  

Cavaletti Walk  

On leash two rails at hock height, 

body length apart (nose to rump), 

two rails, two passes (once in 

each direction) for a total of four 

rails  

0 

 

1 

 

 

2 

 

3 

 

 

4 

 

Incapable 

 

Major contact, navigates slowly with 

extreme difficulty  

 

Moderate contact, partial gait adjustment  

 

Some contact, adjusts gait accordingly, 

completes task  

 

Minimal to no contact, navigates well 

(C)  

Figure 8’s 

Figure 8 with diameter of body 

length for four complete 

repetitions on leash at a walk  

0 

 

1 

 

 

2 

 

 

3 

 

 

4 

Incapable without falling  

 

Consistent knuckling, heavy crossing 

over, scuffing, delayed pivot  

 

Occasional knuckling, mild to moderate 

crossing over, scuffing, delayed pivot  

 

Abnormal or delayed pivot (no falls), +/– 

scuffing 

 

Completes without abnormal crossing 

over or tripping 

 

(D) 

Down 

Sternal to rise until failure within 

a 60 s period (manual assistance 

to reposition in sternal allowed) 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Incapable  

5 reps 

5–10 reps  

>10–15 reps  

>15 reps 

 

 

Table 2. Examples of tools used to assess the performance of activities of daily living and 

functional mobility in human medicine  

 

Assessment 

tool  

Methodology  Original purpose Patients type used 

for 

References 
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Physical 

Mobility 

Scale 

(PMS) 

Observer uses a 6-point scale 

(0 to 5) to score the 

performance of 8 mobility 

activities, based on if they can 

execute the task 

independently, with aids or 

not at all. Activities include 

rolling, various transitions, 

transfer and ambulation 

Evaluate the 

functional 

mobility of aging 

adults 

Elderly  Nitz et al., (2006); 

Barker et al., 

(2008) 

Rivermead 

Mobility 

Index 

(RMI) 

Patients self-report the 

capability to perform 14 

mobility activities with no 

aids (though walking inside 

with an aid is accounted for), 

including various transitions, 

transfer, ambulation inside 

and outside on even and 

uneven surfaces, picking up 

items from floor, bathing, 

escalating/ deescalating four 

stairs and running. Observer 

also watches patient stand up 

for 10 seconds unaided. The 

activity is scored 1 if it can be 

performed and 0 if it cannot 

Measure 

fundamental 

mobility of 

neurologically 

impaired patients 

in a clinical or 

home setting   

Stroke; head 

injuries; multiple 

sclerosis  

Collen et al., 

(1991); Vaney et 

al., (1996); Hsieh et 

al., (2000) 

Clinical 

Outcomes 

Variables 

Scale 

(COVS) 

Observer scores the 

performance of 13 motor 

tasks on a 7-point scale (1 to 

7) depending on their ability 

to perform the task, and if 

help or aids are required. 

Assessments include 

evaluating various transitions, 

transfer, ability to roll, sitting 

balance, arm function, 

wheelchair reliance, 

ambulation capabilities 

including endurance and 

speed 

Developed to 

assess the 

functional 

mobility of 

patients 

Stroke; spinal 

cord injuries; 

brain injuries   

Choy et al., (2002); 

Barker et al., 

(2007); Salter et al., 

(2010) 

Functional 

Mobility 

Scale 

(FMS) 

Observer scores the 

performance of walking 5m, 

50m and 500m on a 6-point 

scale (1 to 6) depending on 

the reliance of assistive aids. 

Scores of 1 indicate a 

wheelchair or similar is 

required and 6 indicates no 

use of aids 

Evaluate the 

functional 

mobility 

capabilities of 

children (4–18-

year-olds) with 

cerebral palsy 

Children with 

cerebral palsy 

Graham et al., 

(2004) 
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Barthel 

Index (BI) 

Observer scores, or patient 

self-reports, the performance 

of 10 ADL on a weighted 

scale, accounting for the 

capacity to carry out the 

activity, and if they do so 

independently or with aids. 

Activities include continence, 

toileting, self-grooming, 

feeding, ambulation, transfer, 

stair use and bathing 

Measure of 

disability for 

people with 

impaired 

independent use 

of limbs  

 

 

Elderly; stroke; 

hemiarthroplasty 

(following a hip 

fracture); 

Parkinson’s 

disease; palliative 

oncology  

Hartigan, (2007); 

Duffy et al., (2013); 

Unnanuntana et al., 

(2018); Bouwstra et 

al., (2019); 

Taghizadeh et al., 

(2020); Yi et al., 

(2020); Dos Santos 

Barros et al., (2022) 

The Timed 

Up and Go 

(TUG) 

An observer records the time 

taken for a patient to rise to a 

stand from a chair, walk three 

meters, turn around and return 

to the chair. A time >14 

seconds indicates a high risk 

of fall 

Assess functional 

mobility in frail 

elderly patients 

 

 

Elderly; 

Parkinsons 

disease; spinal 

cord injuries; 

multiple 

sclerosis; 

Orthopaedic 

rehabilitation (hip 

fracture, hip and 

knee 

replacement); 

Alzheimer’s; 

Huntington 

disease  

Podsiadlo and 

Richardson, (1991); 

Freter and Fruchter, 

(2000); Morris et 

al., 2001; van 

Hedel et al., (2005); 

Brooks et al., 

(2006); Kristensen 

et al., (2007); Rao 

et al., (2009); 

Sebastião et al., 

(2016); de Oliveira 

Silva et al., (2019) 
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Figure legends  

Fig. 1. Mobility, functional mobility and functionality (adapted from Bouça-Machado et al., 

2020). 

 

Highlights 

• Several conditions can impair a dog’s mobility and functionality 

• Methods of assessing canine functional mobility are currently limited 

• A validated canine functional mobility assessment tool would be useful in practice 
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